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The Tooth of the Monstersaurus
Presents three four-week, cross-curricular units on
spring that are built around children's literature.

Alfie and the Big Boys
Underpants are monstrously funny in this playful
picture book from the team that brought you
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Dinosaurs Love Underpants and Pirates Love
Underpants. Monsters think it’s MONSTER fun, To
creep around, all scary! But there’s something they
love even MORE, Than looking mean and hairy!
Monsters around the world have different ways to
scare, but they all share a love for zany underpants!
Every Saturday night, you will find them in a secret
cave, showing off their pants as they dance the
Monster Bop—but they have to make it home before
the sun comes up. After all, who would be scared of
monsters in pants that were stripped and dotted?

Dinosaurs Love Underpants
In a faraway land, long, long, ago, the King lay in a
bed, desperately ill, struck down by the dreaded sixday sickness. The only person who had any hope for
the King's recovery was his twelve-year-old daughter,
the princess Miri, whose love and courage is put to an
incredible test. As the King's grip on life weakens by
the hour, the young princess must enter the strange
and dangerous Forest of Dreams to find the legendary
monster whose gigantic teeth may have the secret
power to save the King's life.

The Shark in the Dark
"Hurrah!" shouted George, "At last it is you. I've been
looking so hard for the Yeti." The monster looked
down with a horrible howl . . . "Are you bonkers? My
name is Netty!" Join George, a young and courageous
explorer with all the pluck of a little Indiana Jones, on
a quest to track down the elusive Yeti against all the
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odds. With only a map, a woolly hat and a tin of
spaghetti in his rucksack, George sets off on his
journey up the steep mountain path . . . and spots the
Yeti immediately! But wait . . . just look at that
lipstick! Can it really be the Yeti? Spaghetti with the
Yeti is a funny rhyming romp, the perfect read-aloud
adventure book for boy and girl monster lovers! Ideal
for fans of Aliens Love Underpants and Supertato,
Spaghetti with the Yeti was shortlisted for the Roald
Dahl Funny Prize and Highly Commended at the
Sheffield Children's Book Award. Perfect for kids aged
3+. Have you collected all of George's Amazing
Adventures: Spaghetti with the Yeti, Marshmallows for
Martians, Doughnuts for a Dragon, Pizza for Pirates,
Socks for Santa Treats for T. rex Adam Guillain is a
performance storyteller and was the Roald Dahl
Museum and Story Centre Writer in Residence.
Charlotte Guillain is a prolific author of children's
fiction, non-fiction and picture books, and together
they have created the hugely successful George's
Amazing Adventures series. Lee Wildish lives in
Lancashire and has been illustrating from a very
young age. He loves illustrating children's books and
thinks there's nothing better than seeing people
laughing at a book he's illustrated. His titles include
The Spooky Spooky House which was the winner of
the Red House Children's Book Award 2013, and the
New York Times Bestselling How to Babysit a
Grandpa.

Oceans of Kansas, Second Edition
The welcome return of Oliver and Patch - this time
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with Ruby and a lost baby penguin too! Everyone fell
in love with these special characters in Oliver and
Patch, finding their way in a big city and making new
friends. In this story the three friends visit the zoo.
They growl at the tigers, smile at the meerkats and
laugh at the funny penguins. But when Peep, a little
penguin who’s new to the zoo, goes missing, the
friends must set off together to bring him home. But it
isn't always easy to agree on a plan, and the friends
have to overcome some disagreements before
everything works out. Another heartwarming tale of
friendship and working as a team from the wonderful
picture book partnership of Claire Freedman (author
of the ALIENS LOVE UNDERPANTS series) and the
brilliant Kate Hindley. 'A touching story about the
importance of friendship Another heartwarming tale
of friendship and working as a team from this
bestselling duo. Relaxing and reassuring, this is a
gentle read.' Parents in Touch 'A sweet, thoughtful
tale of friendship and teamwork, with plenty to linger
over in Hindley's detailed artwork' Fiona Noble,
Bookseller Praise for Oliver and Patch: ‘Children will
enjoy this moving addition to their picture book
library that leaves jokes aside to say something a
little more thoughtful’ Books for Keeps ‘This is a
beautiful story about the power of friendship, but also
of love for animals’ Once Upon a Bookcase ‘This is a
sweet story about friendship and new beginnings that
children will warmly appreciate’ Kids’ Book Review

Aliens Love Underpants!
This baby lion is ready to go. He wants to find his
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friends and say hello. From the hungry baby giraffe to
the baby elephant playing in the mud, toddlers will
love saying hello to all the animals and joining in with
the noises in this fun savannah story. With simple
rhyming text from Ian Whybrow, author of the
bestselling The Tickle Book, and warm, expressive
illustrations from Ed Eaves, Say Hello to the Baby
Animals is a charming story and a favourite of parents
and children alike.

Fix-It Duck
"Aliens love underpants, in every shape and size, But
there are no underpants in space, so here's a big
surprise." This zany, hilarious tale is delightfully
brought to life by Ben Cort's vibrant illustrations. With
a madcap, rhyming text by award-winning Claire
Freedman, this is sure to enchant and amuse the
whole family! Perfect for joining in, this story is
fantastically fresh and funny - you'll laugh your pants
off!

The Lost Penguin
Will the flustered fish become saltwater snacks, or
can they come up with a plan to teach the mean,
greedy shark a lesson he’ll never forget? With
atmospheric underwater scenes and a terrifically
toothy villain, this captivating rhyming story is perfect
for reading aloud. Tremendously funny – with a biting
twist!

Monstersaurus Book and Toy
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Despite her size and not having the proper footwear,
a determined dinosaur pursues her dream of
becoming a ballerina.

In Wibbly's Garden
Bernard the Robot loses his bottom on the park swing,
and sets off to find it. Every time he gets close, it
disappears again! Bird was using it as a nest, but it
was too heavy; Bear used it in his drum kit, but it was
too tinny; the Squirrels built sandcastles with itand
now it looks as if they're sailing away in it. Will
Bernard EVER get his bottom back? Praise for No-Bot,
the Robot with No Bottom: 'Silly, funny, and very
enjoyable to read!' The Bookbag 'Fabulously funny
and wonderfully warm.' Liverpool Echo 'Guarantees
lots of giggles - from children and adults!' Parents in
Touch 'Fans of Barry, Norman and Keith will
absolutely adore this new wonderfully eccentric new
character.' Mumsnet 'The book is beautifully
illustrated and the story is guaranteed to have you
and your child laughing… I can't recommend any of
the Sue Hendra books highly enough, seriously if
you've never read any of her books then you MUST!'
Knees Up Mother Brown

Learning about Spring with Children's
Literature
Luke has always been a bubbly baby. But if something
goes wrong in his neighborhood, Luke turns into
Superbaby, a superhero with fun superpowers. When
his stuffed animals turn bad and kidnap Dad, Mom
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activates Luke's superhero abilities by playing flying
baby. Only Superbaby can save the day!

SUPERBABY Saves the Day!
From the bestselling author of the ALIENS LOVE
UNDERPANTS series and award-winning illustrator
Kate Hindley comes a lovely new adventure. Oliver is
finding the big city a lonely and scary place but when
he finds a little lost dog he makes his first friend in
the city. The trouble is, he knows that somewhere out
there someone is missing the little dog just as much
as he is loving having him, So, with a heavy heart,
Oliver sets about doing the right thing. "Anyone,
really, would enjoy this lovely friendship story." The
Bookbag "Kate Hindley's absolutely gorgeous
illustrations take kids on a whimsical adventure" Kids'
Book Review A beautifully told story with a lovely,
uplifting ending that will warm hearts everywhere.
Praise for The Great Snortle Hunt: 'Kate Hindley is a
newcomer in the picture book world but definitely one
to watch. Her style is sleek and child-friendly, with
plenty of detail throughout.' Armadillo 'This
charmingly illustrated book is guaranteed to make
reading time extra exciting.' Creative Steps 'Will
delight young readers. The beautiful illustrations by
Kate Hindley are modern and scenic…a real treat for
word lovers of all ages.' We Love this Book 'Young
readers will love the build-up of excitement Freedman
knows what children like and her words are wellmatched by Hindley's spikey images' Books for Keeps
Praise for Claire Freedman's Underpants series: 'Will
make kids laugh' The Sun 'This fantastic rhyming
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story [] is simply pantastic!' Galaxy British Book
Awards 2008 'Daft and absurdly amusing book.' Prima
Baby & Pregnancy

No-Bot, the Robot with No Bottom
Wibbly Pig has lost his little toy, Pigley, and the giant
has lost his hen! Will they be able to help each other
find their favourite things? This delightful mix of a
Wibbly Pig story with the familiar Jack and the
Beanstalk fairy tale will delight Mick Inkpen fans
everywhere. A perfect book for playtime and bedtime.

Bedtime for Monsters
4 years + An exciting storybook with four embedded
tracks and a pull-back train toy that will amuse little
children again and again. Pull-back the train to start
its 'engine' then place it on the tracks and watch it
zoom across away from the city station, across
bridges and fields, over a long viaduct until it reaches
its destination at the zoo. there's so much to look for,
talk about and spot on every page, it will make a gift
present, and is guaranteed to delight and entertain
anyone who loves trains.

Aliens Love Dinopants
Find out what really drove the dinosaurs to extinction
in this funny, wacky celebration of underpants from
top-selling author-illustrator team Claire Freedman
and Ben Cort! The mystery of dinosaur extinction is
solved! Scientists have plenty of theories about why
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dinosaurs are extinct, but the UK’s bestselling
authorillustrator team of Claire Freedman and Ben
Cort knows the real answer: The dinos were wiped out
in an Underpants War! This wacky celebration of
underpants is perfect for reading aloud, and the
hilarious antics of T. rex and the gang are endlessly
entertaining. Featuring fun, vibrant art and short,
rhyming text, Dinosaurs Love Underpants is a
prehistoric pleasure parents and kids will want to read
again and again.

Oliver and Patch
A rip-roaring read-aloud (shout-aloud) picture book
about a spider who wants to be the family pet from
the internationally acclaimed illustrator of Julia
Donaldson’s What the Ladybird Heard. Spider wants
to be a family pet. But the family whose house he
lives in are terrified of him. Whenever he tries to show
them what a great pet he would make, they simply
cry: ”AAAARRGGHH, Spider!” The illustrator of Julia
Donaldson’s famous titles such as The Singing
Mermaid and The Rhyming Rabbit proves she is an
author in her own right with this best-selling picture
book story.

Fungus the Bogeyman
Introduces the letters A to Z by describing fish and
other creatures living in the North Atlantic Ocean.

Polly Parrot Picks a Pirate
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A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.

The Ocean Alphabet Book
Spider Sandwiches
Grab your peg leg and your parrot—and don’t forget
the underpants! This wacky picture book pairs pirates
and underwear in an uproarious adventure. These
pirates SO love underpants, They’re on a special
quest To find the fabled Pants of Gold, For the
Captain’s treasure chest. This laugh-out-loud
Underpants adventure is full of pirates, sharks, and
treasure. You’ll be yo-ho-ho-ing with hilarity until the
pirates conclude their zany expedition!

Monstersaurus!
A tender, humorous and compelling tale of Viking
adventure by multi-award-winning author Neil
Gaiman.

Florence Frizzball
Rabbits don't belong in the farmyard. So it creates
quite a stir when Rupert the rabbit pops up. He tries
to make himself useful, but he can't cock-a-doodle-do
like Cockerel, and when he tries to lay an egg like
Dora the duck, it's a disaster! Luckily Rupert is good
at digging, which soon leads to the most unexpected
farm job of all . . . Rabbits Don't Lay Eggs! from Paula
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Metcalf and Cally Johnson-Isaacs, the creators of
Charlie Crow in the Snow, is an egg-ceedingly funny
farmyard caper. A chunky board book with a glittery
cover, this is the perfect book for an Easter gift – or
any time of the year!

Pirates Love Underpants
From the author of the Aliens Love Underpants series
comes a monstrous feast for the senses. Come and
eat with Max, he has a MONSTER appetite. He eats
such yucky, mucky food, his mealtimes are a fright.
From fish-eye cheese and bug burgers to snail trail
sauce and cockroach curry, Max will feast on anything
crawly, creepy, hairy and sticky. But his favorite
snack has to be Spider Sandwiches! Kids will laugh
out loud at Max's monstrous mealtimes and terrible
tastes in this silly, funny, gloopy, gunky picture book
from bestselling author Claire Freedman and
illustrator Sue Hendra.

Aliens Love Panta Claus
Skipping home is a piece of cake - when you've got
your very own skipping-rope snake. What can a little
girl do in the jungle? Play snap with a crocodile? Join
the dots on a leopard's spots? Pin the tail on an
elephant? Or just pick up a snake and skip all the way
home.

Tiny Ant
In the rollicking sequel to Duck in the Truck, Duck's
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attempts to deal with various minor disasters only
lead to more problems.

Master Track's Train
Polly the parrot is fed up of her tree. It's a life on the
ocean she needs! For this she'll need a pet pirate, but
finding the perfect one isn't easy. This picky parrot
might just end up with more than she expected

Aliens in Underpants Save the World
Monty LOVES inventing But things don't always work His walking toaster ran away And the robot went
BERSERK! But then one day Monty found a book with
instructions on how to create inventions very rare
read it if you dare! 'Fun, colourful and dynamic for 3+.
It will brighten Halloween no end.' The Times 'This
brand new picture book from the Aliens Love
Underpants creators is greatThis book will be enjoyed
again and again.' We Love this Book 'A fabulous book
combining fun, rhythmic text and bright, dynamic
illustrations.' Creative Steps 'Brilliantly zany
illustrations tell you the story along with the rhyming
text. There's a big - and hilarious - surprise at the end.
A really enjoyable book.' Parents in Touch 'A
monstrous new tale…full of riotous rhyme and boy
appeal.' The Bookseller 'No Aliens this Christmas, but
fans can look forward to a monstrous new invention
from the award-winning author and illustrator team.'
The Bookseller Children's Buyer's Guide 'It's a
cracking read, very grisly and very compelling.' The
Bookseller Children's Buyers Guide 'The brilliant
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Aliens Love Underpants pair have dreamed up a big,
bold thriller of a picture bookthis is a guaranteed
favourite.' Daily Mail

Brontorina
Monty LOVES inventing But things don't always work His walking toaster ran away And the robot went
BERSERK! But then one day Monty found a book with
instructions on how to create inventions very rare
read it if you dare! 'Fun, colourful and dynamic for 3+.
It will brighten Halloween no end.' The Times 'This
brand new picture book from the Aliens Love
Underpants creators is greatThis book will be enjoyed
again and again.' We Love this Book 'A fabulous book
combining fun, rhythmic text and bright, dynamic
illustrations.' Creative Steps 'Brilliantly zany
illustrations tell you the story along with the rhyming
text. There's a big - and hilarious - surprise at the end.
A really enjoyable book.' Parents in Touch 'A
monstrous new tale…full of riotous rhyme and boy
appeal.' The Bookseller 'No Aliens this Christmas, but
fans can look forward to a monstrous new invention
from the award-winning author and illustrator team.'
The Bookseller Children's Buyer's Guide 'It's a
cracking read, very grisly and very compelling.' The
Bookseller Children's Buyers Guide 'The brilliant
Aliens Love Underpants pair have dreamed up a big,
bold thriller of a picture bookthis is a guaranteed
favourite.' Daily Mail

My First Day at School
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From the illustrator of I Love Dad and I Love Mom
comes a joyful celebration of grandparents
everywhere and the special bonds they share with
their grandchildren. I’m off to Gran and Grandpa’s,
with a big smile on my face. I always feel wrapped up
in love, when I stay at their place! A visit to Gran and
Grandpa’s is always a special time filled with sweet
treats, fun, and love.

The Skipping-Rope Snake
Annotation. Here is an announcement! The train
approaching platform two is full of stolen goods . . .
Mr Track is the train driver, and Mrs Track is the
driver's wife. Toby Track is their little boy and he is
exceptionally good at jumping onto stolen trains and
rescuing them from crooks!A hilarious Happy Families
picture book from master storyteller, Allan Ahlberg.

Monsters Love Underpants
Read this book to find out what crazy monsters Monty
creates, with your very own cuddly Monstersaurus to
play with. Monty LOVES inventing But things don't
always work - His walking toaster ran away And the
robot went BERSERK! But then one day Monty found a
book with instructions on how to create inventions
very rare read it if you dare!

Odd and the Frost Giants
A joyful, rhyming celebration of finding your voice and
not judging others by their appearance, written by the
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bestselling author of the Aliens Love Underpants
series. It’s time for the jungle talent show, and all the
animals want to show off what they can do! The
acrobatic lion, dancing gorilla and juggling monkey
are all determined to impress the judges. But up
against the mighty beasts of the jungle, what can Tiny
Ant do? Find out in this hilarious, rollicking story by
Claire Freedman, paired for the first time with
dazzling illustrator, Claire Powell, illustrator of The
Night Before the Night Before Christmas by Kes Gray
(Hodder) and Daddy Hairdo by Francis Martin (S&S
UK).

Spaghetti with the Yeti
When a group of aliens crash-lands in the jungle, they
stumble across the biggest stash of underpants ever,
but the oversized owners of the underwear won't let
them go without a fight.

Aaaarrgghh, Spider!
Based on the lyrics of the world famous Beatles song,
this glorious picture book follows five children on a
magical journey through the Octopus's garden. The
playful Octopus takes them on a wondrous
underwater adventure - riding on the backs of turtles,
playing pirates in a sunken city and sheltering from a
storm in the octopus's cave. The book comes with an
accompanying CD which includes an exclusive
reading by Ringo Starr and a never-before-heard
version of the song.
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My Grandparents Love Me
A hungry monster seeks a different type of bedtime
snack.

Rabbits Don't Lay Eggs!
Alfie and Bernard want to be friends with the most
popular big boy, Ian, but he doesn't pay any attention
to them.

Busy Train Book
My First Time explores exciting and memorable first
events in young childrens lives. Each title has been
carefully planned to show a child responding to a real
life situation exploring both their worries and their
excitement. Specially commissioned photographs
take the reader though the narrative giving lots of
opportunities for sharing and discussing experiences.
Two levels of text offer the chance for young children
to join in if they can at either level or simply to enjoy
looking at the pictures. Notes for Teachers and
Parents provides invaluable support and provides
further information about how to deal with these first
experiences.

Monstersaurus!
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.

Say Hello to the Baby Animals
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Revised, updated, and expanded with the latest
interpretations and fossil discoveries, the second
edition of Oceans of Kansas adds new twists to the
fascinating story of the vast inland sea that engulfed
central North America during the Age of Dinosaurs.
Giant sharks, marine reptiles called mosasaurs,
pteranodons, and birds with teeth all flourished in and
around these shallow waters. Their abundant and wellpreserved remains were sources of great excitement
in the scientific community when first discovered in
the 1860s and continue to yield exciting discoveries
150 years later. Michael J. Everhart vividly captures
the history of these startling finds over the decades
and re-creates in unforgettable detail these animals
from our distant past and the world in which they
lived—above, within, and on the shores of America’s
ancient inland sea.

Octopus's Garden
A funny, heart-warming sibling story from Claire
Freedman, author of the bestselling Aliens Love
Underpants series and picture books Oliver and Patch
and The Great Snortle Hunt. Florence’s curly-whirly,
wild and crazy hair couldn’t be more different from
her brother Ben’s sleek and shiny do. She begs her
mum to let a hairdresser try and tame it, but when
she gets the restyle she's after, will Florence be
happy with the outcome? Claire Freedman's rhyming
text and Jane Massey's gorgeous illustrations
perfectly combine to create laugh-out-loud moments
and deliver an important message about being
comfortable in your own skin.
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